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Theriault’s Sells 
World Class Collection
“First I sought rarity, then I looked for features 

that made even the rare dolls rarer, and then 
I insisted upon quality and perfection. The secret 
was to fi nd all of these in together in one doll. Then 
that was a doll I wanted for my private collection.” 
Those were the words of Nikki Kvitka whose 
legendary collection had only been known through 
the articles she wrote for doll journals. That would 
change when Theriault’s presented the Kvitka 
collection to an international audience November 
20 and 21 at the grand hotel, the Waldorf Astoria in 
New York City. 

Theriault’s produced an enormous and 
breathtaking catalog with the largest number of 
Gold Horses (Theriault’s guarantee of a credit 
toward future purchase) ever seen. Prices for the 
two-day auction comprising nearly 500 lots were 
consistently high, sometimes doubling the pre-
estimate fi gures. The rarest of German characters, 
many of them the largest known examples, the 
smallest sizes in bebes, Lencis, rare all bisques 
in large sizes, dolls by early 20th century artists, 
fashion accessories and clothing all went to 
new homes. For additional pictures refer to 
our November issue and for more prices go to 
Theriaults.com and click on Proxibid. Prices given 
below do not include the buyer’s premium.

22” Karl, mold 107 by 
Kammer and Reinhardt 
$58,000.

9-inch Bebe Jumeau with trunk and clothing, $21,000.

All bisque kneeling 
girl by Kestner, 
9 inches, $11,000 
and 10-inch all 
bisque barefoot girl 
by Kestner, $9,000.

Size 1 Jumeau with rare cartouche mark, 11 inches, 
c. 1878, signed Jumeau shoes, $23,000.
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Simon Halbig 1388, 28 inches tall, $52,000.

Lenci 
“Fukuruko,” 
12 inches, 
$28,000.

15-inch Marseille doll marked A 4 M with 
intaglio eyes, $29,000. 

Sold as a pair, the couple designed by American illustrator Oscar Hitt 
are considered among the world’s rarest dolls. Made for one year, the 
14 inch dolls with variations of hair design, brought $135,000.

Catterfelder Puppenfabrick model 213, 
16 inches, $19,000.  Catterfelder character 
model 212, 13 inches, $11,500.

Van Rozen portrait doll with brown 
complexion, 15 inches, $26,000.




